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Dell Latitude E6220 with sturdy build, compact design (0.97 inch thickness, 12.5-inch display), and
fast performance came with an aim to allure the mobile professionals, but the price ($1,663 ) and
outdated design are some of the factors that are much to be swallowed in. Though, the vendor has
tried to justify its price tag with the inclusion of TPM or vPro processor technology, fingerprint reader
option and extended 3-year warranty. HP Folio 13, MacBook Air, Acer Aspire S3, etc. are the
phenomenal models to challenge Dell reign. Needless to say that Dell has confronted those better
with the Vostro and Dell XPS series.

Have a glimpse of this Dell review, and zero in on a model of your choice. Going by the
configuration, the model starts with a 2.5GHz Intel Core i5-2520M CPU; at the top end, you can
upgrade all the way to a 2.8 GHz Core i7-2640M for an extra $120. With an average processor, the
model beats the HP Pavilion dm4-3090se (both have the same CPU) in terms of speed, and
outperforms the HP Folio 13, which used, like all ultrabooks, a lower-speed Core i5 CPU. The
product comes with integrated Intel HD 3000 graphics: that's more than enough for a business
traveler, but it's not sufficient for power graphics users like architecture or radiologist. 4GB RAM and
250GB, 5400rpm, hard drive are available with the base model. RAM can be expanded up to 8GB
for an extra $175, and you can shift over to a solid-state 128 GB SSD for an extra $230 or 256 GB
for $580, and when all added up you get the figure $2,016.

For matters of reference, consider that you could get a 256GB SSD-equipped MacBook Air for
$1,599. Anodized aluminum back lid, magnesium alloy corners, and a powder-coated magnesium
base are enough to give it robust design. The rear hinges are steel; the keyboard is spill-resistant. 
You will not get tired of appreciating the sensible ports on the Latitude E6220: eSATA,
ExpressCard, HDMI, VGA. Ethernet and the power jack are on the rear lip.

As usual, Dell Support is geared up to provide all sorts of assistance for the discussed model.
Whether ask for computer setup, software installation, update and upgrade, Internet setup and
networking, printer setup and installation, repair and troubleshooting, computer security and virus
removal, and other services, experts will not let you down. The support service is feasible through
the Internet or over the phone, and at your behest, no matter where you are. You can also download
drivers, and software updates or firmware for Dell machine. The online knowledge pool and video
tutorials add to your expertise, and you can fix many software and hardware related issues without
any external assistance.

Entry of independent service providers into the arena of tech support has simplified the job for the
Dell customers. No longer, they are left on the mercy of the Dell Technical Support. Round-the-clock
availability, presence of experts, service-level-guarantee, etc. are some of the key features that
have helped to corner a big pie of the Dell consumers, and gather appreciation in terms of customer-
satisfaction.
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Support Dell support to clients. Online computer repair, a titleDell Technical Support Dell Technical
Support, computer technical support, a titleDell Reviews Dell Reviews are few services offered at
this one platform along with many others.
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